
Hives and horseshoes,
Mintzberg or MacIntyre: what
future for corporate social
responsibility?
Geoff Moore1

We live in a house, more than a century old, in

a County Durham former mining village. What

we now use as a garage for our 100-brake horse-

power car was formerly the stable for one or two

single horsepower animals. Above the side door

hangs evidence of its former use as a stable: an old

horseshoe. The horseshoe is nailed to form a ‘U’

and is a symbol of luck.

But the horseshoe is also symbolic in another

way. The house was an under-manager’s house for

the coalmine around which, and for which, the

village was created. The mine was a source of

work for many, employing around 1400 men and

boys at its peak in 1920. It was also a source of

wealth, as pictures of the subsequently dismantled

pit owner’s mansion show.

This horseshoe, under which I pass at least four

times each working day, set me thinking about the

industrial heritage it symbolises. In particular,

why it is that so much of English literature paints

business in a murky light when, as a source of

employment, material benefit for many and

significant wealth for some, one might expect it

to be lauded rather than lambasted?

Bernard Mandeville’s ‘The Fable of the Bees’,

sub-titled ‘Private Vices, Publick Benefits’, pro-

vides a good starting point (Mandeville 1997). In

the poem ‘The Grumbling Hive’ published in

1705, which was later incorporated into the fable,

he describes ‘a spacious hive well stock’d with bees

that lived in luxury and ease’. He then recounts

how evil vices such as luxury, greed and envy all

lead to public benefits by encouraging enterprise:

‘The Root of evil Avarice

That damn’d ill-natur’d baneful Vice,

Was Slave to Prodigality,

That Noble Sin; whilst Luxury

Employ’d a Million of the Poor,

And odious Pride a Million more.

Envy it self, and Vanity

Were Ministers of Industry’.

Perhaps the most famous lines from the poem

summarise this state of affairs:

‘Thus every Part was full of Vice,

Yet the whole Mass a Paradice’.

Mandeville’s analysis was attacked vehemently.

Later writers, such as Adam Smith, were clear

about the need to restrain market forces by the

application of principles of justice, so that, even

if the individual is led by an invisible hand to

promote an end which was no part of his inten-

tion, the principle of justice, rooted in people’s

regard for one another socially, was essential, even

if economic decisions were driven by self-interest.

It is, I think, this tension between social and

economic ends which gives rise to the concern

about business so vividly expressed in parts of

English literature. Four aspects of this concern

can be delineated.2 First there is a serious concern

that business exploits those who work in it.
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Southey’s criticism in 1807 of the exploitation of

children in a Manchester cotton mill makes harsh

reading:

‘They are deprived in childhood of all instruction

and all enjoyment; . . . their health physical and

moral is alike destroyed; they die of diseases induced

by unremitting task work . . . or they live to grow up

without decency, without comfort, and without

hope, without morals, without religion, and without

shame, and bring forth slaves like themselves to

tread in the same path of misery.’ (Simmons 1951:

209–210)

While exploitation on this scale may largely be a

thing of the past, in developed countries at least,

an associated concern remains. It is the concern

that business ‘owns’ those who work in it, that the

industrial ‘machine’ requires labour as nothing

more than a factor of production. In The Rainbow,

for example, D.H. Lawrence writes of this sense of

the ownership of miners’ lives by the pit that

employs them:

‘Every man his own little side-show, his home, but

the pit owns every man. The women have what is

left. What’s left of this man, or what is left of that –

it doesn’t matter altogether. The pit takes all that

really matters’. (Lawrence 1971: 348)

Thirdly, even if exploitation and ownership are

set aside, we still encounter concern about the de-

humanising effect of industrial work and the sense

of drudgery that it can involve. In D.H. Lawrence’s

essay Nottingham and the Mining Countryside,

Lawrence rages against the wider effects of indus-

trialisation on housing and community:

‘The great crime which the moneyed classes and

promoters of industry committed in the palmy

Victorian days was the condemning of the workers

to ugliness, ugliness, ugliness: meanness and form-

less and ugly surroundings, ugly ideals, ugly religion,

ugly hope, ugly love, ugly clothes, ugly furniture,

ugly houses, ugly relationships between workers and

employers. The human soul needs actual beauty

even more than bread’.

And he adds,

‘The industrial problem arises from the base forcing

of all human energy into a competition of mere

acquisition’. (Lawrence 1974: 119–120)

Lawrence’s outburst is echoed more subtly in

T.S Eliot’s poem The Waste Land:

‘Unreal City,

Under the brown fog of a winter dawn,

A crowd flowed over London Bridge, so many,

I had not thought death had undone so many.

Sighs, short and infrequent, were exhaled,

And each man fixed his eyes before his feet’.

(Eliot 1969)

This sense of the dehumanising effect of industrial

work is taken up by more recent writers. Richard

Sennett (1998) sees the conditions of modern day

work as impelling people to look for an attach-

ment and depth that the workplace no longer

provides. In Sennett’s view, the optimistic scenario

that Maitland (1997) paints, of self-regenerating

virtue within business organisations, is far from

the truth. Sennett sides with the pessimists who

argue that virtue must be nurtured outside the

business – in family, school, church or community.

Business, he argues, merely drains the battery of

virtue thus recharged.

Finally, there is the concern that business

appeals to the baser human instincts. Philip

Larkin in his poem ‘Toads’ sees his employment

as reflecting to him a sense of his own avarice:

‘Ah, were I courageous enough

To shout Stuff your pension!

But I know, all too well, that’s the stuff

That dreams are made on:

For something sufficiently toad-like

Squats in me, too . . .’

(Larkin 1988: 89)

The exploitation and ownership of individuals,

the dehumanising effect of industrial work and the

appeal of business to the baser human instincts

provide examples of the tension between social

and economic ends. Underlying these visible

effects is, I think, the uneasy sense that in the

forms of business organisation that have emerged

over time, society has somehow managed to

institutionalise and legitimise avarice and to put

the virtues at its service. What we see are the

consequential effects, but what underlies the

effects is a raw appeal to avarice.

Even protagonists for the market, like Michael

Novak, a Catholic theologian and right wing
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economic apologist, seem to accept this. He

writes:

‘While recognizing that no system of political

economy can escape the ravages of human sinful-

ness, [democratic capitalism] has attempted to set in

place a system which renders sinful tendencies as

productive of good as possible. While basing itself

on something less than perfect virtue, reasoned self-

interest, it has attempted to draw from self-interest

its most creative potential. It is a system designed for

sinners, in the hope of achieving as much moral

good as individuals and communities can generate

under conditions of ample liberty.’ (Novak 1991: 95)

MacIntyre, in contrast, is less hopeful. In

relation to the valuing of external goods such as

profit in economic institutions, he says:

‘We should therefore expect that, if in a particular

society the pursuit of external goods were to become

dominant, the concept of the virtues might suffer

first attrition and then perhaps something near total

effacement.’ (MacIntyre 1985: 196)

MacIntyre sees not a ‘creative potential’ but

rather a system that drives out the virtues. I do not

share either Novak’s optimism or MacIntyre’s

pessimism, for the truth probably lies somewhere

between the two. But it does seem to be the case

that in business organisations, where the virtues

are employed, they are employed ultimately in the

service of avarice.

This conflict between virtue and vice is, perhaps,

most vividly expressed in John Maynard Keynes’

words in his essay ‘Economic possibilities for our

grandchildren’, written in 1930. In holding out the

possibility that, within one hundred years, we shall

have solved what he termed the ‘economic

problem’ of the human race, he saw a time when

we would be free,

‘to return to some of the most sure and certain

principles of religion and traditional virtue – that

avarice is a vice, that the exaction of usury is a

misdemeanour, and the love of money is detestable

. . . [that] we shall once more value ends above means

and prefer the good to the useful’.

But then he warns:

‘But beware! The time for all this is not yet. For at

least another hundred years we must pretend to

ourselves and to everyone that fair is foul and foul is

fair; for foul is useful and fair is not. Avarice and

usury and precaution must be our gods for a little

longer still. For only they can lead us out of the tunnel

of economic necessity into daylight’. (Keynes 1972)

In 27 years Keynes’ prediction should be ful-

filled. I doubt, however, that in 2030 we will lay

down avarice and usury and precaution and take

up again the principles of traditional virtue;

avarice is too embedded, institutionalised and

hence legitimised, for that to happen.

The emergence of corporate responsibility

I now want to turn to a very practical considera-

tion of the way in which business and society have

responded not just to the literary criticism busi-

ness has received, but to the very real side-effects

of the dominant pursuit of ‘external goods’ such

as profit. (It should be noted that for the time

being I am considering this from within a capi-

talist perspective.) To consider this, it is helpful to

look at another horseshoe, but a conceptual rather

than a physical one. Most of the management

gurus have, at one time or another, addressed the

issue of corporate social responsibility, and Henry

Mintzberg is no exception. In 1985 he published

an article entitled ‘Who should control the corpor-

ation?’ (Mintzberg 1985). The focus of the article

was on giant firms, but it is mostly applicable,

I think, to businesses of all sizes. His explicit

concern was with precisely the issue that I have

already identified, namely, what is the best way of

assuring that firms behave in socially responsible

ways such that they do not exploit, own or

dehumanise us, or appeal to our baser instincts,

while yet meeting the economic ends they are there

to serve.

His mechanism for answering that question was

the conceptual horseshoe, depicted in Figure 1. On

the left are social goals and on the right economic

ones. The various options expressed as positions

on the horseshoe are as follows: nationalise it,

democratise it, regulate it, pressure it, trust it,

ignore it, induce it and restore it. In one sense it is

a linear spectrum, but the reason for the horseshoe

shape is, Mintzberg argues, that from a managerial
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perspective the two extremes are not far apart in

that both involve the direct control of the firm’s

managers by specific outsiders, government as

maximiser of social goals on the one hand, and

shareholders as maximisers of economic goals on

the other.

It is not necessary to consider every position

around the horseshoe in detail. In particular, I think

that ‘restore it’ is a straightforward position which,

with self-interested shareholders directing the firm

in pursuit of their own ends, would almost certainly

lead to the maximisation of economic goals. There

are, of course, those who argue that this is also

the most efficient way of maximising wealth for

society as a whole such that social goals can be

realised by the taxation and distribution of the

wealth so created. Milton Friedman would, of

course, be one of these, though he is also clear that

business must abide by the law of the land in its

pursuit of economic goals. There are also strong

moral arguments, based on agency theory and

property rights, which support this position and

which we need to acknowledge. However, I am in

accord with Mintzberg and with the other critics

of business discussed earlier when they argue that

the acceptance of Friedman’s prescriptions would

lead us toward a too utilitarian and materialistic

society.

The debate around nationalisation has to a large

extent died away, particularly with the political

changes that have taken place in Central and

Eastern Europe and China. Although there may

be some occasions when nationalisation will make

sense, generally the private firm will be the better

solution. Mintzberg himself makes the interesting

observation that nationalisation does make sense

‘when a mission deemed necessary in a society –

e.g. rail transport – will not be provided adequately

by the private sector’ (my italics). Prophetic words!

I also wish to give ‘induce it’ short measure.

Inducement faces regulation across the horseshoe

because it amounts to ‘pay it to be good’, rather

than force it to be good. I recall, in a previous

career, installing modern, efficient boiler plant and

insulating industrial premises, with the induce-

ment of a government grant aimed at energy

conservation. Occasionally, this kind of activity

will make sense as an action by government where

it is deemed preferable to regulation and the social

end would not occur in and of itself. We can also

dispose quickly of ‘ignore it’ since, as Mintzberg

himself says, business is too influential a force in

our lives to do so.

That leaves ‘democratise it’, ‘regulate it’, ‘pressure

it’ and ‘trust it’. Let us consider each of these in

turn.

Democratise it

Interestingly, Mintzberg does not use the term

‘stakeholder’ in his article, even though Freeman’s

foundational work was published the year before

(Freeman 1984), and the term had been in

increasingly frequent usage since at least 1963.

However, this is the terminology we would use

today. Interpretations might range from a ‘pure’

or normative position in which the directors of the

firm are deemed to have fiduciary duties to all

stakeholders, and should seek to optimise stake-

holder objectives, through to an instrumental

position in which directors have a single fiduciary

duty to shareholders and use the stakeholders

merely as means to this end (Donaldson and

Preston 1995, Moore 1999a). Mintzberg’s usage is

somewhere between these two extremes, as is most

of what is meant by a ‘stakeholder’ approach

today. Core stakeholders are most commonly

identified as suppliers, customers, employees, the

community and the natural environment.

Figure 1: Mintzberg’s Conceptual Horseshoe
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This position on the horseshoe translates into a

means by which stakeholder voices can be heard

such that they can influence the firm’s behaviour.

The firm would then be more likely to meet the

stakeholders’ own goals and so fulfil social (and

environmental) ends, than if the pursuit of

economic ends were to dominate. Many firms do

acknowledge the existence and rights of stake-

holders and do seek to respond to these within the

normal paradigm of maximising shareholder

value. There are also mechanisms by which firms

can conduct and report on this activity, such as

social reporting and the AA1000 standard. It can

be a powerful way of balancing social and econ-

omic ends, but I suspect that the balance is often

too heavily weighted in favour of the powerful

firm and the shareholders over the comparatively

weaker stakeholders.

Regulate it

The debate about stakeholders versus share-

holders, and to whom directors of the firm owe

allegiance, was played out recently in the govern-

ment’s Company Law Review (DTI 1998). They

used slightly different terminology – pluralist

versus enlightened shareholder value approaches

– but the essence of the arguments was the same.

However, the Review rapidly closed off the pluralist

(pure stakeholder) approach. This will ensure that

the status quo in Company Law, where the firm is

required to maximise the benefit of the share-

holders, remains intact. However, various require-

ments to take account of and report on stakeholder

concerns are likely to be built into the final version

of the legislation (DTI 2001), and this at least will

provide further safeguards to the protection and

achievement of social ends.

We also need to recognise in general the major

role that the law has played in ameliorating the

worst effects of industrialisation. The reason that

we no longer have the scandalous situation

depicted in Southey’s description of children in a

Manchester cotton mill is because of the employee

protection and health and safety legislation that

has been passed and enforced over the past 200

years. Regulation, however, as Minzberg puts it,

‘at best . . . sets minimum, usually crude standards

of acceptable behaviour; it cannot make any firm

socially responsible, but only restrain some from

gross irresponsibility’.

The recent requirement for pension funds in the

UK to state the extent to which social, environ-

mental or ethical considerations are taken into

account in the selection, retention and realisation

of investments, is an interesting example of doing

precisely that – setting crude standards of accept-

able behaviour which might restrain some from

gross irresponsibility but will probably make little

difference overall.

Pressure it

Ethical investment through voluntary rather than

regulated mechanisms constitutes one example of

the ‘pressure it’ position. I am constantly surprised

that firms that offer unit trust have funds often

termed ‘ethical’, amongst other income, accumu-

lation, and geographically based funds. The ob-

vious conclusion is that most of their funds are

unethical, though I am not sure they would see

it that way! But it is evidence of a response to

consumer pressure that such products are at

least available and growing, even if still in a

minority.

Most pressure is, as Mintzberg states, confron-

tational in the sense that it faces firms with a

challenge to which they must either respond or

attempt to ignore. Fair Trade is a good example of

this. Fair Trade has its origins in the mid-1970s

and is a movement which links developing

countries’ producers with developed countries’

buying organisations and consumers. It seeks to

ensure fair prices to the producers (the Fair Trade

coffee price is currently more than double the

market price), to develop committed relationships

and to ensure that the benefits of trade are widely

spread. In stakeholder terms it puts suppliers first.

Its influence is growing as it begins to sell its

products – coffee, tea, chocolate, bananas –

through mainstream supermarket channels.

Not only does Fair Trade challenge conven-

tional trade in practical terms, but its theoretical

underpinnings provide a clear alternative to the

in-built avarice of the market and thus constitute

an additional challenge, as the extracts from
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Traidcraft’s Social Accounts (2001) and Shared

Interest’s Rules, shown in Figure 2 below, demon-

strate. While most firms acknowledge responsi-

bilities to stakeholders, no publicly traded company

dares to put any stakeholder other than the

shareholders in prime position. Fair Trade chal-

lenges this assumption and puts pressure on

conventional firms to review their raison d’être.

Figure 2: Extracts fromTraidcraft Social Accounts (2001),
and Shared Interest Society Rules

Another example of pressure on companies

arose from a similar source. In 1996 Christian

Aid began a campaign targeted at the super-

markets and their responsibilities to Third World

suppliers. The first report (The Global Super-

market 1996) was followed up by a subsequent

report (Change at the Checkout? Supermarkets

and Ethical Business 1997) and a final report

(Taking Stock: how the supermarkets stack up on

ethical trading 1999). The campaign led directly to

the establishment of the Ethical Trading Initiative

(ETI) which was formed in January 1998 with the

support of the UK Government’s Department for

International Development (DFID). The purpose

was to help develop and encourage the use of

widely endorsed standards, embodied in codes of

conduct, monitoring and auditing methods, to

improve labour conditions around the world.

Membership consists of firms, non-governmental

organisations (NGOs) like Christian Aid, and

Trades Unions.

The encouraging sign from the ETI is that firms

do respond to pressure. Rather than ignoring the

initiative or procrastinating, most of the large

supermarket firms got involved, and there is some

evidence that this is actually making a difference

to producers in developing countries. In her intro-

duction to the 2000–01 report, the Chair stated, ‘It

is gratifying to see how corporate members have

increasingly mainstreamed ethical management of

their supply chains into their corporate social

responsibility programmes’ (ETI 2000).

Further evidence of firms’ response to pressure

from society is seen in corporate philanthropy

figures. Figure 3 shows a rise in the ‘generosity

ratio’ (donations/pre-tax profits) in the UK over

a 15-year period (Campbell, Moore & Metzger,

forthcoming). The high increase in the early 1990s

is caused not by an increase in giving, but by a

reduction in profit, so firms did on aggregate

maintain their giving during that period despite

the inevitable temptation not to do so.

A comparison over a longer time period, using

additional data from an earlier study carried out

elsewhere (Figure 4), shows an interesting change

in the rate of increase, with the gradient from the

later period being over three times that of the

former. Firms in the UK seem to be becoming

increasingly generous.

However, before we congratulate ourselves, an

international comparison with the USA (Figure 5)

reveals that their firms are roughly five times as

Traidcraft’smission

is to fight poverty through trade.Those engaged
in fairer trade will demonstrate . . . a commitment
to the poor . . . working practices which are
characterised by . . . fair wages and working
conditions that are normally at or above the
average in poor communities.

Shared Interest Society Ltd.’s object

is to carry on the business of providing financial
services . . . in order to promote wholesome,
dignified and sustainable employment for the
benefit of people in need . . . particularly in poor
countries.

Figure 3: UKgenerosity ratio 1985^2000
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generous (though their ratio is falling while ours is

rising). Having said that, even 1.5% of what the

firm has left over after it has met all its commit-

ments other than tax and dividends, barely touches

companies’ cash positions.

Even those firms in the UK who have com-

mitted themselves to giving 0.5% of pre-tax

profits (PerCent Club members) do not reach that

target, although they do give more than non-

members, as Figure 6 shows.

One final piece of evidence that firms do

respond to societal pressure relates to environ-

mental issues. In a study of environmental dis-

closure in corporate reports, Campbell (2002)

found that over a period when membership of

environmental pressure groups was growing sig-

nificantly in the UK, companies were increasing

the amount of disclosure (as measured by words

in the annual report) in this area. The similarity in

the shapes of the graphs when overlaid on each

other is striking (Figure 7).

What can we conclude from this? Firstly that

there is pressure on firms from a whole variety of

sources: NGOs, government, practical examples

of alternative trading systems such as Fair Trade,

business-led organisations such as Business in the

Community which promotes the PerCent Club

and, of course, from the work that academics do

in studying and reporting on corporate social

responsibility issues. The second conclusion is that

firms do respond to such pressure, sometimes in

very obvious ways, as the environmental disclosure

graph demonstrates. Mintzberg’s conclusion, there-

fore, seems correct, that while less radical than other

Figure 4: UKgenerosity ratio over the period 1977^2000

Figure 5: UK^USAcomparison,1986^1996

Figure 6: Generosity ratio for PerCent Clubmembers and
non-members,1986^2000

Figure 7: Mean environmental disclosurevolumeswith
membership of Friends of the Earth (FOE) overlaid
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positions, ‘pressure has nevertheless proved far

more effective in eliciting behaviour sensitive to

social needs’ (Mintzberg 1985: 55).

Trust it

And so we move to the final position on the

horseshoe – ‘trust it’. This position is at the apex

of the horseshoe because it alone ‘postulates a

natural balance – attained in the heads or hearts of

responsible businessmen (sic) – between social and

economic goals’ (Mintzberg 1985: 55). We could

rely on this position and no other if one or other

of two conditions were met. If responsible busi-

ness people operated inside a system of institu-

tions that positively supported the appropriate

balancing of social and economic ends, then we

could rely on them and on the system without any

need for regulation or pressure. This, as I have

already argued, is not in the nature of the econ-

omic system we have devised given the institution-

alisation of avarice, nor are we as individuals able

to sustain that level of trust unaided. The alter-

native would be for corporate social performance

and corporate financial performance to be posi-

tively associated so that performing well in a social

sense was synergistic with good corporate financial

performance. If this were the case, firms would have

every incentive to balance social and economic

ends.

This latter issue has been an area of academic

study for more than 25 years. In a survey of pre-

vious studies, Griffin and Mahon (1997) provide

some limited support for the idea that social and

financial performance are linked, as show in the

table below, but this is hardly conclusive.

Taking one specific example, the comparison be-

tween PerCent Club members and non-members’s

generosity ratio, reported above, can be extended to

the respective financial performance of the two sets

of firms (measured by Return on Sales), as Figure 8

below shows (Campbell, Moore & Metzger 2002).

While not statistically significant (the variation

around the mean is too great), the disparity between

the two curves is striking and lends some limited

support to the idea that social and financial per-

formance go hand in hand.

Unfortunately, my own research into the UK

supermarket industry (Moore 2001) found contra-

dictory results, as Figure 9 shows. (Social per-

formance was measured on a scale of 0–160 and

financial performance on a scale of 0–40.)

However, if instead of measuring contempora-

neous performance over the same three-year period,

as Figure 9 does, the prior three year financial

period is compared with the same social perform-

................................................................................................

Decade Positive Neither Negative Total

1970s 12 4 1 16
1980s 14 5 16 27
1990s 7 0 3 8
Total 33 9 20 51
................................................................................................

Figure 8: Mean RoSperformance comparison between
members and non-members of the PerCent Club,1989^2000

Figure 9: Social versus financial performance
of UKsupermarket firms
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ance scores as Figure 9, the trend line turns round

(see Figure 10).

This suggests that financial performance leads

to social performance so that firms that perform

well financially will subsequently perform well

socially, and vice versa. Several other findings

from this study are of interest. For example, social

performance and age of the firm (as measured by

years since incorporation) seem to be positively

associated (Figure 11), suggesting that as firms

grow older so their reputation and history of

involvement in social responsibility activities can

become entrenched.

Firm size, as measured by turnover, is also

positively associated with social performance, as

Figure 12 demonstrates.

This finding, which is statistically significant

unlike the previous findings, seems to suggest that

size equates with visibility and hence with the

likelihood of greater external scrutiny. Larger firms,

therefore, are more likely to find their reputation

suffering if they do not perform well on social

measures, and will act accordingly.

One particularly interesting finding in this study

related to gender issues (Moore & Robson 2002).

The proportion of women managers and the

number of women on the Boards of these super-

market firms correlated positively and statistically

significantly with several social performance

measures such as community contributions (pro-

portion of women managers), amelioration of

executive pay (number of women on the Board)

and supplier codes and environmental policies

(both). This may indicate that women have an

effect on the social performance of companies,

although it might alternatively be explained by

‘good’ companies attracting more women.

One final piece of evidence in support of a

positive association between social and financial

performance comes from a study of SMEs in the

North East of England carried out by the Centre

for Business Excellence at Newcastle Business

School (Robson & Moore 2002). For example, in

the manufacturing sector, and measuring four

attributes of social and environmental perform-

ance, those companies that were either ‘promising’

or already in the ‘potential winner/world-class’

category, scored significantly better (Figure 13).

This suggests that firms that perform well on oper-

ational and strategic measures of performance

Figure 10: Social versus lagged financial performance
of UKsupermarket firms

Figure 11: Social performanceversus ageof
UKsupermarket firms

Figure 12: Social performanceversus size of
UKsupermarket firms
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outperform other firms on social and environ-

mental performance as well.

What, then, might we conclude from this

evidence? Some of it is quite powerful in support-

ing the proposition that social and financial

performance go hand in hand – there clearly is

some kind of link in some instances. The simplistic

formula, that social responsibility must be a cost

to the firm, is evidently not always true. But

neither is the evidence sufficiently compelling for

us to conclude that the problem of corporate

social responsibility solves itself.

Mintzberg also reaches this conclusion and

while accepting that society must, inevitably, trust

those in positions of responsibility inside firms, he

recommends the use of a number of the positions

that he identified around his conceptual horseshoe.

Pressure on firms, combined with democratisation,

regulation and inducement, together with very

selective use of nationalisation and restoration to

shareholders, can be effective. He omits ‘ignore it’

since it contradicts the other positions and because

firms are too influential a force in our lives. He

concludes: ‘Our challenge is to find ways to distri-

bute power in and around our large organisations

so that they will remain responsive, vital and

effective’ (Mintzberg 1985: 64).

Mintzberg is operating very much from within

the current capitalist paradigm. He seems to have

convinced himself that there are sufficient mech-

anisms for resolving the tension between social

and economic ends and that it is simply a question

of using the best mechanism to deal with any

particular issue. But does this not ameliorate

rather than solve the central issue that I identified

earlier – the institutionalisation and legitimisation

of avarice? Mintzberg’s analysis and prescription

are helpful in treating the symptoms, but we must

look elsewhere for an account of ‘good’ business

in its widest sense if we are to tacke the cause.

Thevirtuous firm:Alasdair MacIntyre

Alasdair MacIntyre is one of the most contro-

versial philosophers and social theorists of our

time. His most famous book After Virtue, originally

published in 1981, was an attempt to bring his

arguments against the Enlightenment project to a

wider audience, and to advance the argument for

a restated Aristotelian moral tradition. MacIntyre

himself was pessimistic about the ability of

modern economic institutions to do anything other

than continue to promote vice rather than virtue.

However, I have attempted elsewhere (Moore 2002)

to show that it is possible to take at least one part

of MacIntyre’s work and interpret it in such a way

that it can be used to reconceptualise business

such that the virtues take centre stage.

MacIntyre makes an important distinction be-

tween ‘practices’ and ‘institutions’. Practices are

‘any coherent and complex form of socially estab-

lished co-operative human activity through which

goods internal to that form of activity are realized

in the course of trying to achieve those standards

of excellence which are appropriate to, and

partially definitive of, that form of activity’.

(MacIntyre 1985: 187)

‘Goods’ internal to practices can be contrasted

with external ‘goods’ such as fame, power, profit

or success. External goods are always some

individual’s property and possession: they are

characteristically objects of competition in which

there must be losers as well as winners. With

internal goods, however, although there is compe-

tition in one sense, this is competition to excel and

so benefits all members of the community engaged

in the practice.

Practices are located within the institutions that

sustain them. These institutions, in MacIntyre’s

words,
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‘. . . are characteristically and necessarily concerned

with . . . external goods. They are involved in

acquiring money . . . structured in terms of power

and status . . . distribute money, power and status as

rewards. Nor could they do otherwise if they are to

sustain not only themselves, but also the practices of

which they are the bearers . . . Indeed so intimate is

the relationship of practices to institutions . . . that

institutions and practices characteristically form a

single causal order in which the ideals and the

creativity of the practice are always vulnerable to

the acquisitiveness of the institution, in which the

cooperative care for common goods of the practice

is always vulnerable to the competitiveness of the

institution. In this context the essential feature of

the virtues is clear. Without them, without justice,

courage and truthfulness, practices could not resist

the corrupting power of institutions.’ (MacIntyre

1985: 194)

It seems that MacIntyre’s schema can be applied

directly to business as a practice and to firms

as institutions. What then are the implications of

this way of thinking about business organisations

and this way of construing business ethics? The

firm must continually be aware that it is founded

on and has as its most important function, the

sustenance of the practice of business. This is

simply because, without the practice, the institu-

tion dies. Thus a retailing organisation which is

so focused on external goods, such as profit and

shareholder value, that it fails to nurture the

practice it sustains – i.e. excellence in the specific

business practice of retailing – will eventually find

itself without the skills and resources it requires to

survive. Assuming that it is reasonable to talk of

firms as moral agents (Moore 1999b), it seems to

be appropriate to talk in terms of those who

represent the firm as having a responsibility to

focus on the development of what we might

appropriately call ‘corporate character’. This is

more than is implied in the terminology of

‘corporate culture’, since there is an inherently

moral perspective to be considered.

The virtuous firm will be one which has a

corporate character that acknowledges that it

‘houses’ a practice, that encourages the pursuit

of excellence in that practice, aware that this is an

entirely moral pursuit, that pursues the external

goods in so far (and only in so far) as they are

necessary to sustain and support the development

of excellence in the practice. But it will not be so

focused on the external goods that it fails to

support the practice on which it is founded.

Through the virtue of those who represent it,

and the virtue of influential people in its recent

past, the firm will be in a position to resist the

corrupting power within itself and of other organ-

isations with which it does business – competitors,

suppliers, financial houses.

Conclusion

I have suggested that it is precisely in the inter-

play between the practice of business and the firm

in which it is embedded, in the inter-play between

internal and external goods, that exciting possi-

bilities exist for business and for business ethics.

Inevitably, such a concentration on excellence in

the practice and the development of virtuous firms

would have an impact on the capitalist business

world as we know it. It would be precisely in the

application of virtue within business-as-practice,

and in the development of virtuous firms which,

quite literally, incorporate virtue, that some sort of

progress towards the kind of society MacIntyre

envisages would be achieved.

If this reconceptualisation of business took place,

then I venture to suggest that it would go further

than current developments in corporate social

responsibility, locked as they are inside the current

capitalist paradigm. It might even overcome the

fundamental concern that I identified earlier – that

in the forms of business organisation that have

emerged over time, society has somehow managed

to institutionalise and legitimise avarice and, worse,

to put virtue at its service. This reconceptualisa-

tion would finally enable us to put virtue at centre

stage, instead of using virtue in the service of vice.

How might we represent this way of thinking

about business and corporate social responsibility?

If a business is a practice housed within an in-

stitution it might make sense to represent it in the

way shown below. And, curiously, this looks a

little like a beehive, though with a larger entrance to

allow us humans in, rather than the bees. The hive

represents the institution that houses the practice.
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The practice is inside the hive. But this is a hive,

perhaps, in which ‘Every Part is full of virtue (not

vice), and (still) the whole Mass a Paradice’.

Notes

1. This article is an edited text of Professor Moore’s

Inaugural Lecture in the University of Northumbria

at Newcastle.

2. I am indebted for most of this section to a fascin-

ating volume edited by Professor Arthur Pollard,

entitled ‘The representation of Business in English

Literature’ – see references below. I have, however,

made use of the original sources where appropriate.
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